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Relevance to Information Technology Professionals

Data privacy laws and guidelines vary significantly with each jurisdiction around the
globe and even within economic sectors. Also, the ability for users of a software application to understand what they are consenting to depends on how well the relevant
data privacy options are communicated to the user via that application’s user interface.
The resulting lack of consistency created by these two realities causes confusion for
everyone concerned. This research paper proposes a prototype solution to this problem;
a Consent Request User Interface (CURE) that enables a user to confidently determine
how to select privacy settings that he or she needs.
In the United States (US), the Federal Trade Commission’s fair information practice
principles (FIPPs), that serve as a framework for various state and federal laws in the
US concerning privacy in different economic sectors (e.g., governmental, financial,
healthcare) [4], and also the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), recommend
or require, in some predefined scenarios, obtaining consent from data subjects for the
processing of their personal data. The second FIPPs principle, entitled choice/consent,
states that data subjects should be able to control how personal information collected
from them is processed when it comes to secondary processing. Privacy laws in the
US predominantly make use of opt-out consent, where the data processing happens
unless data subjects withdraw their consent. However, opt-in consent is also required in
some specific cases, for instance the CCPA prohibits businesses from selling personal
information relating to consumers who are between 13 and 16 years old without their
consent.
In the European Union (EU), the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) lists1
consent as one of the six legal bases for the personal data processing to be lawful. The
GDPR defines the notion of consent in Article 4(11): "consent of the data subject means
any freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s
wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies
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agreement to the processing of personal data relating to him or her". Even though
the GDPR2 and guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/6793 from Article 29
Working Party4 provide clear requirements for consent to be lawful, inspections by data
protection authorities in different EU countries show that the current technical solutions
for acquiring consent in relation to cookies on various websites do not comply with
GDPR. Thus, data protection authorities impose fines5 on the companies that breach
GDPR. For instance, the Spanish data protection authority fined6 IKEA for displaying a
cookie consent banner on their website that was not GDPR compliant because it did not
provide enough information about data processing for the consent to be informed, there
was no clear rejection mechanism, and the cookies were placed on users’ computers prior
to obtaining consent. Additionally, some services still use static general descriptions of
current and future data processing; however, these are not specific, hard to digest [6],
and do not constitute informed consent.
Despite some attempts to give users more control and transparency regarding personal
data processing [3,5], the cognitive limitation of data subjects, in terms of understanding
what exactly they consented to, also remains an open research challenge [1,2]. In order
to address the GDPR compliance and consent comprehension challenges, in our research
paper, we present a consent request user interface prototype, which provides transparency
regarding personal data processing, more control via customization, and improves users’
comprehension with respect to what they actually consent to.
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CURE Prototype Utility

Figure 1 depicts the CURE prototype - a web application consent request developed for
laptops and desktop computers. The prototype is split into two components: slider (see
Figure 1 (1)) and consent per purpose (see Figure 1 (2)). The main features of the CURE
prototype are: (i) categorization of purposes; (ii) granular consent customization; (iii)
improved understandability; and (iv) easy consent revocation.
The GDPR and the Article 29 Working Party guidelines on consent under Regulation
2016/6791 served as a source for the prototype requirements. Even though the requirements were derived from the GDPR, the results of our research could potentially be used
in other jurisdictions. Although we based our prototype on an exemplifying use case
scenario concerning consent requests for wearable appliances for fitness tracking, our
prototype could be applied in different contexts.
The CURE prototype was assessed with the help of a usability evaluation. The
prototype was well received by the participants and performed better in comparison
with the classical consent requests in the form of privacy policies as well as with the
solution offered by Usercentrics7 that describes itself as "the market leader in the
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Fig. 1: The CURE prototype: (1) Slider. (2) Consent per purpose.

area of enterprise consent management platforms". Based on the video recordings, the
participants performed all tasks quickly, easily, and almost without errors. They typically
spent one second on each evaluation task relating to the giving or withdrawing of consent.
They described the prototype mostly with positive adjectives (e.g., easy to use, useful,
clear, helpful, usable, effective). The overall comprehension of the users’ consent was
very high. On average, 86% of the participants remembered all the data processing
information that they consented to.
The fully functional prototype8 , its source code9 , as well as the questionnaire10 , used
in the evaluation, are available online. Additionally, the proposed evaluation material
could serve as the basis for a consent benchmark.
In terms of impact, our work follows the GDPR requirements and improves data
subjects’ comprehension with respect to the processing and sharing of their personal
data and what exactly they have consented to, as opposed to the current situation, where
each application has a different consent request design and formulation approach causing
information overload from a user perspective.
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